LifeBook U1010

Optional Accessories

External USB Super Multi Writer
Dual-layer DVD-R technology lets you record almost twice the amount of data on a single disc surface. Compatible with CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD-RW and DVD-RAM.

Wireless Keyboard
This light and compact wireless keyboard provides the alternative of entering text via typing, and is available in both US and Thai versions.

AC Adapter
An additional adapter at home, office and in the briefcase makes traveling a lot simpler.

Port Replicator
Unique wedge design provides easy, one-step connection and removal of your LifeBook. When connected, it links all your peripherals to your LifeBook.

Battery
A second battery pack comes in handy when travelling for extended periods.

External USB Black Mouse (Retractable)
Optical tracking technology offers convenient usage.

Port Replicator
Unique wedge design provides easy, one-step connection and removal of your LifeBook. When connected, it links all your peripherals to your LifeBook.
**External Drives**
- External USB Floppy Disk Drive
  - Part No: HLGUD0086-00
- External USB Super Multi DVD Writer
  - Part No: HACCE0006-00

**Power Options**
- AC Adapter (16V - 40W)
  - Part No: FPCAC43
- AC Adapter (16V - 60W)
  - Part No: FPCAC45
- Battery Charger
  - Part No: FPCBC22
- Battery - Standard (2-cell Li-Ion 2600mAh 7.2V)
  - Part No: FPCBP182
- Battery - Extended (4-cell Li-Ion 5200mAh 7.2V)
  - Part No: FPCBP183

**Docking Option**
- Port Replicator
  - Part No: FPCPR76

**Display Options**
- 17" TFT XGA LCD Display
  - Part No: PD-TFT17C
- 19" TFT Wide XGA LCD Display
  - Part No: PD-TFT19A / PD-TFT19B

**Pen Option**
- Stylus Pen
  - Part No: FPCPN26

**Others**
- Optical USB Black Mouse (Retractable)
  - Part No: HLMSE0006-00
- Universal Travel Adapter - NA for AU
  - Part No: HLADP0001-00
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